
Description in Chinese:

Infrared sensor, 38 sounds + alarm + voice volume adjustment external power supply

Vocals and 38 pieces of music are optional, you can use the transformer [power adapter]. The

human body is sensitive to infrared heat, and can be used normally at night and day, and is not

affected by the environment. It can be used as a door welcome or an alarm.

Instructions for use

1. Install three AAA (No. 7) 1.5V batteries, the machine consumes little electrode, and the

battery can be used for more than 2 months. Hang the electronic welcoming doorbell on the

side of the door or install it on the door, and pull the switch to the vocal or music position.

Afterwards, when a guest enters, the electronic welcoming doorbell will emit "music or vocal:

Hello! Welcome to Ting.

2. The effective range of warning detection is about 2-8 meters. The effective detection angle

is 110 degrees. The installation detection direction should not exceed this range. The alarm

loudness is about 95 decibels.

3. The universal rotating base can easily adjust the detection angle.

4. When the doorbell is used as a welcoming guest, it is installed on the top of the door or the

wall, and the angle of the probe can be adjusted freely to the appropriate position. When the

guest enters the detection range, a sound is automatically emitted to remind the owner (you

can also choose: Hello, welcome to the statement)

5. When used as an alarm, the probe should be installed in a place where thieves can easily

enter, such as balconies, doors, windows, stairs, etc., install the angle of the probe at an

appropriate height, adjust the monitoring position to the appropriate position, when the thief

enters the defense zone, alarm in time, prompt Master, deter thieves.

Product parameters:

1. Power supply: DC 4.5V (3 AAA 1.5V batteries), external 9V power supply

2. Detection distance: 2-8 meters

3. Packing: Chinese and English blister cardboard packaging

4. Sound pressure: 95db±5db

5. Induction method: infrared induction trigger

6. Power-on delay: 5 seconds

7. Stand-alone standard configuration: doorbell host + double-sided tape + screw bag + power

supply

8. Environmental temperature/humidity: -25℃—55℃ 5﹪—95﹪RH

9. Measuring angle/range: included angle 60° Fan shape 110°

The main function

Fully automatic human sensing, ultra-long-range, wide-angle detection

Adjustable direction

The built-in speaker of the host, the alarm loudness is 75-95 dB



Welcome/16 choices of beautiful music

Powered by three AAA batteries, energy-saving and durable


